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Abstract of JP 9064977 (A)

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To facilitate

registration and loopback transmission by
registering a telephone number automatically to an
electronic telephone directory. SOLUTION: A control

section 9 recognizes a caller telephone number via

a lie interface circuit 4 at the arrival of a call from a
caller telephone number notice service line 2 and
reads time data at the arrival of a call from a system
clock 6 simultaneously and stores the caller

telephone number and the time data to a caller

telephone number storage means 8. A name is

added to the caller telephone number stored in the
caller telephone number storage means 8 by the
registration to register the name to an electronic

telephone directory 7 automatically just before a
speech by a telephone set 3 at the end of call.; Even
when a caller name or an enterprise name is not

registered at the end of call, the caller telephone
number storage means 8 retrieves a caller

telephone number by using the time data as a
parameter to make loopback talking.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INP1T are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application]This invention relates to the electronic branch exchange which can use a caller ID service.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]ConventionaIly, in the private branch exchange, in order to have created Electronic
Directory, the partners name and telephone number needed to be found out and those both needed to be
registered into the memory inside a private branch exchange.
[0003]When a user sent by return conventionally, the telephone number of the partner point needed to be found
out and sent.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]However, since a partner's telephone number had to be found out for
the Electronic Directory creation and it was necessary to register a partner's name and telephone number also
in the case of registration to not -know a telephone number, although the partner's name is known, there was a
possibility of producing an input mistake.

[0005]When performing clinch dispatch, after finding out the telephone number of the partner point, it needed to
send and was troublesome.

[0006]For the purpose of providing the electronic branch exchange which enabled it to aim at a user's
improvement in operativity, and an exact input as this invention solves such a conventional problem and was
able to create Electronic Directory automatically using a caller ID service, again, It aims at providing the
electronic branch exchange which can perform clinch dispatch easily and enabled it to aim at a user's
improvement in operativity by memorizing time for the telephone number in the case of mail arrival as a
parameter using a caller ID service.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem]Technicai means of this invention for attaining the above-mentioned purpose
are characterized by comprising:

A memory measure which can use a caller ID service and can memorize an addresser's telephone number at the
time of mail arrival.

Electronic Directory which can add and register a name into the above-mentioned telephone number when a
user performs register operation of a name from a communication terminal at the time of clear back.

[0008]Other technical means of this invention for attaining the above-mentioned purpose. A caller ID service is

used and it has a memory measure which memorizes an addresser's telephone number by making time into a
parameter at the time of mail arrival, and by performing alter operation which made time a parameter from a
communication terminal, it is constituted so that it can send by return
[0009]

[Function]In this invention constituted as mentioned above, if there is mail arrival, the registration to Electronic
Directory will be attained.

Therefore, the time and effort which takes at the time of the Electronic Directory creation is reduced
substantially, when registering into Electronic Directory the partner whom a telephone number does not
understand, it becomes unnecessary to find out a telephone number and the maintenance of Electronic
Directory can also be simplified.

[0010]It becomes possible to send by return, without finding out a partner's telephone number, if even the time
which received a message is memorized.
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[0011]

[Example]Hereafter, it explains, referring to drawings for one example of this invention.
L0012]DrawinR t.shows the composition of one example of this invention. As for 1, in drawing 1 a caller ID
serv.ce circuit and 3 are the extensions an electronic private branch exchange and 2. The electronic private
branch exchange 1 is provided with the line interface circuit 4, the extension interface circuit 5. the system
clock. 6. Electronic D.rectory 7, the addresser telephone number storage means 8, and the control section 9 that
controls the electronic private branch exchange 1 whole.
[0013]The above composition is hereafter explained to the Electronic Directory creation operation both still in
detail.

[001 4]First, when there is mail arrival via the caller ID service circuit 2. a dispatch partners telephone number is
recognized by the control section 9 via the line interface circuit 4, and it stores temporarily in the addresser
telephone number storage means 8.

[0015]After clear back, by performing register operation, such as an input of a partner's names (a personal name
a company name etc.). a user can add a partner's name to the partner point telephone number currently kept by
the addresser telephone number storage means 8. and can register with Electronic Directory 7 from the
telephone 3.

[0016]When fixed time and this operation are not performed at the time of clear back, the telephone number
kept by the addresser telephone number storage means 8 is canceled
[0011 7]Next. it explains with clinch dispatch operation. First, when there is mail arrival via the notice circuit 2 of a
sender number, a dispatch partner's telephone number is recognized by the control section 9 via the line
interface circuit 4 and it is kept to the addresser telephone number storage means 8 with the time at the time
ot the arnval read from the system clock 6.

[0018]A user by inputting the time at the time of mail arrival from the telephone 3 after clear back. The control
section 9 makes temporal data a parameter, and an addresser telephone number is searched with the addresser
telephone number storage means 8. and to the partner who had mail arrival in the time, the line interface circuit
4 can be passed and it can send by return.
[001 9]Although dispatch was explained to be the Electronic Directory creation in the one example of drawing 1
by return, the electrons private branch exchange 1 can be equipped only with a function required for each

[0020]"'
C°nStltUte 38 3 seParate example, and both operations can also be used together.

[Effect of the Invention]As explained above, a caller ID service is used in this invention

proved
6

'

E 'eCtr0niC Directory creation can be operated simple and correctly, and a user's operativity can be

[0021]It becomes possible by using a caller ID service and memorizing an addresser's telephone number with
mail arnval time to perform clinch dispatch easily.

[Translation done.]
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